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It is proved that the three-dimensional Diophantine approximation constant is at 
least 2(275)-l”. This exactly doubles the classical lower bound due to 
Furtwiingler. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
There is associated with each real number a a constant c(a) defined to be 
the infimum of those c > 0 such that the inequality Ix(ax - y)( < c has 
infinitely many solutions in integers x, y with x # 0. A well-known theorem 
states that sup c(a), where the supremum is taken over all real numbers a, is 
equal to l/\/5. 
In the theory of simultaneous Diophantine approximation, there are two 
constants which can be defined for each n-tuple of real numbers a1 ,..., a,, . 
One constant, which I denote by c(a, ,..., an), is defined to be the infimum of 
those c > 0 such that the inequality 
has infinitely many solutions in integers xi with xi,..., X, not all zero. The 
other constant, which I denote by c’(a,,..., a,), is defined to be the infimum 
of those c > 0 such that the inequality 
has infinitely many solutions in integers xi with x0 # 0. 
Let C, denote the n-dimensional simultaneous Diophantine approximation 
constant defined by C, = sup c’(a, ,..., a,), where the supremum is taken over 
all n-tuples of real numbers a,,..., a,. The exact value of C, is known only 
for n = 1. Davenport [4] showed that C, is equal to the dual constant 
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sup c(ar )...) a,), where the supremum is taken over all n-tuples of real 
numbers a, ,..., a,. 
Cassels [ 1 ] proved that C, > 2/7, and this is the best-known lower bound 
for C,. It is reasonable to conjecture that C, is in fact equal to this lower 
bound (see the discussion in my paper [3]). For n > 3, the best lower bounds 
were given by Furtwangler 151. He proved that 
C, > D,;f:‘, (1) 
where D, is the smallest possible absolute value of the discriminant of a real 
(not necessarily totally real) algebraic number field of degree n. The known 
values of D, are D, = 5, D, = 23, D, = 275, D, = 1609 (see Cohn [2] and 
Hunter [6]). 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM 1. We have C, > 2(275)- l’* = 0.1206.... 
This exactly doubles Furtwlngler’s lower bound. The proof leads to the 
solution of a problem in the geometry of numbers (Sections 3 to 5 below) 
which may have independent interest. 
2. A METHOD FOR FINDING LOWER BOUNDS FOR C, 
Consider the region 
in n-dimensional space, and let d, denote its critical determinant. Davenport 
[4] showed that A,;‘, = C, for n > 1. Of course this is of no immediate 
benefit as far as the problem of evaluating C, is concerned, because the 
determination of d, when n > 2 seems very difficult. 
However, Davenport [4, pp. 193, 1941 points out that we can estimate A,, 
in terms of the discriminant d of any real algebraic number field F of degree 
n, and so achieve lower bounds for C,. We give Davenport’s idea here in a 
form suitable for our use later on. 
Let M, )..,) M, be n linear forms in n variables such that the coefficients of 
M, are an integral basis of the field F and the coefficients of the other forms 
are obtained by conjugating. We assume that r + 2s = n, where Mj and M,+j 
(1 <j < s) are complex conjugate forms and Mzs+, ,..., M,, are r real forms. 
We have 
) M, . -.- .M,l> 1 (3) 
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for all integer values of the variables, not all zero. The n-dimensional lattice 
defined by 
~~+ix,+~=d/2M~ (l<j<s), xj=Mj (2st l<j<n) (4) 
has determinant ]d(“’ and no integer point other than the origin strictly 
inside (2), since xj + x:+~ = 2MjM,+, = 2 j Mjj2 implies 
ma4Xj13 lxs+jO 2 l"jl = l"s+jl. 
Thus we immediately obtain A, Q ld(“2, which gives Furtwangler’s estimate 
(1). 
We can improve on this by using the inequality 
2-Q: + Xf+ *) - . . . * (x,’ t xi,) /X2s+ I * . . . * x,( >, 1, (5) 
which follows from (3) and (4) for all x1 ,..., x, not all zero. Let V denote the 
largest volume of an (n - I)-dimensional parallelepiped ] y, ] < I,..., 
( y, _ I ( < 1 inscribed in the region 
(6) 
where the yi are linear forms in x, ,..., x,-~. The determinant of these forms 
is 2”-‘Y-l and by h omogeneity, the left side of (6) is always 
Hence it follows from (5) that the n-dimensional lattice given by y, ,..., y,- , , 
X, is admissible for region (2), and so we have A,, f 2”-‘“-’ (dl”* or 
For n = 3, if we take r = 3, s = 0 and d = 49 (the smallest discriminant for 
a totally real cubic field), then (7) gives the Cassels [l] bound C, 2 2/7, for 
it is easy to see that V= 8 in this case. The choice I = s = 1 and d = -23 
gives only C, > (23)) ‘I*, because V = 4 in this case. 
For n = 4, if we take r = 2, s = 1, then we can choose d = -275. Now (6) 
is (x: + x:) Ix3 1 Q 2; we can quickly see that V > 16 for this region by 
displaying an inscribed parallelepiped of volume 16. This is done (with a 
slight change of notation) in the sentence after formula (13) below; then (7) 
gives Theorem 1. We actually have V = 16 for the region under 
consideration, and this is proved in Sections 3 to 5 below. This means that 
for the choice I = 2, s = 1, Theorem 1 cannot be improved by the method of 
this section. In Section 6 it is shown that the choice r = 4, s = 0 also gives 
no improvement on Theorem 1. 
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3. A PROBLEM IN THE GEOMETRY OF NUMBERS 
We wish to determine the maximum volume of a parallelepiped centered at 
the origin and contained inside the surface 
(x2+y2) JZJ = 1. (8) 




We assume that none of the planes defining parallelepiped (9) is parallel to 
the x-y plane, for a plane z = b intersects surface (8) in a circle of radius 
(b(-“2, and the largest parallelogram which can be inscribed in this circle 
has area 2 1 b/-l. This gives a volume \<4 for (9), whereas we shall show that 
the largest possible volume is 8. Thus by renumbering the aij in (9), if 
necessary, and rotating the x-y axes, we may assume without loss of 
generality that ull # 0, a r2 = 0 and u13 # 0. Finally, by dividing the first 
inequality in (9) by 2/u,, and replacing z by -z, if necessary, we may 
assume that a,, = 2 and u,~ > 0. Now define X, > 0 by xi = ~1,~ and let 
r=kx,,, r, = klxO, r2 = k2x,,, u23 =~:a;, and u33 =xiui3. Thus (9) 
becomes 
12x + x:zl C kx,, 
l~,,~+~,,~+x~~~,z/,<k,~,, 
\a,,~ + uj2 Y + x;u;,zl < k,x,. 
(10) 
The volume of parallelepiped (10) is 8kk, k,xi (d I-‘, where A is the deter- 
minant of the linear forms on the left in (10). Thus this volume is 





Parallelepiped (11) lies inside the surface (8) if and only if parallelepiped 
(10) does. Hence in seeking the parallelepiped of maximal volume contained 
inside (g), we may assume x,, = 1 without loss of generality, that is, we need 
only consider parallelepipeds of the form (11). 
The plane 2x + z = k intersects the two branches of surface (8) in curves 
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whose vertical projections into the x-y plane are the curves y = gk(x) and 
!: = Ltgk(x), where 
and 
fk(X) = (-x2 + (k - 2x)-‘)“2 
gJx) = (-x2 - (k - 2x)-‘y2. 
Graphs of these curves in the cases k = 3 (when 2x + z = k is the tangent 
plane to surface (8) at the point (l,O, 1)) and k= 16”‘= 2.519... (which 
corresponds to parallelepiped (4) of maximal volume, as we shall see later) 
are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
The volume V of the parallelepiped (11) is given by 
v= 2kA,, (12) 
where A, is the area of the parallelogram P obtained by vertically projecting 
into the x-y plane the parallelogram formed by the intersection of 2x + z = k 
with the planes 
aZIx + az2 y + ai3z = *k,, 
The parallelogram P lies inside the region bounded by y = ffk(x) and 
y = *gk(x). It is plausible from looking at Figs. 1 and 2 that, for given k, P 
has maximal area if P is a rectangle with sides parallel to the x- and y-axes. 
We shall prove this assertion in Section 5 below. In Section 4 we assume 
that P has this special form and show that the maximal volume of 









FIG. 1. Graphs of y = *J,(x) and y = kgl(x) 





FIG. 2. Graphs of y = *f,(x) and y = *g,(x) (r = 16’j3) 
4. THE CASE WHERE P HAS A SPECIAL FORM 
We are assuming that the parallelogram P of Section 3 is a rectangle with 
sides parallel to the x- and y-axes. Since the curves y = f&(x) and 
y = kg,Jx) are symmetric with respect to the x-axis, we may assume that P 
has such symmetry also. Thus we may take u3i = ui3 = 0 and uX2 = 1 in 
(1 l), so two sides of the rectangle P are given by y = G, . Let the other two 
sides of P be given by the lines x = 6 and x = +k + ,u, where 8 and ,u are 
parameters. We shall see later that we can assume 6 < 0 and P > 0. We may 
take u2, = 0 and uz2 = 0 in (11). If we let uiJ = C, parallelepiped (11) 
becomes 
(13) 
We shall prove that the maximal volume of such a parallelepiped contained 
inside surface (8) is 8, and that this occurs when C = -0.5, k = 16”“, 
k, = k/2 and k, = k/4. 
By the above description of P, the lines in which the planes x + Cz = &k, 
intersect 2x + z = k must satisfy x = 6 or ik +,D, so we obtain 
k, = f( 1 - 2C)(;k + ,u - d), 
C=f(fk+p+d)/(-fk+p+S). 
(14) 
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The volume V of parallelepiped (13) is given by 
V=NCk,k,(l-2C)-‘=4k(;k+/+-)k,. (15) 
We first observe that we must have k < 3 (geometrically this means that 
the plane 2x + z = k cannot be as far from the origin as the tangent plane 
2x + z = 3). For k ) 3, P is contained in the closed loop of the graph of 
y = *fk(x) and the loop is so small that the largest possible V is (6. For 
instance, when k = 3 (see Fig. 1) we have V= 6A, where A is the area of P, 
and A < 1 because max,,,f,(x) < 0.6, f3(-0.5) =fJ(l)= 0, f,(-0.4) < 4, 
f3(0.5) = 0.5 and f,(O.75) < f. This means that in order to have A > 1, P 
must have a base longer than 1; but if P extends beyond [-0.4, 0.75 ] on the 
x-axis then P has height <$, whereas the longest possible base is 3. 
Define 
r = 16”3 = 2.5 198... 
and define mk by 
fk(mk) = y$fk(x) (16) 
and m, = t/4 =f,(O); for k # t, (16) determines mk uniquely and we have 
mk = 0 for k < r and mk > 214 = 0.6300... for k > z. 
It is clear that for k < r we may assume 
P 20. (17) 
If k > r, so thatf,(m,) <fk(0), an increase in the base of P may necessitate a 
decrease in the height of P. However, considerations like those used to 
establish k < 3 show that in order to achieve a large value of I’, the base of 
P must extend beyond the line x = mk (notef3(m,) = 0 andf,(m,) increases 
as k decreases for k < 3). Therefore P has maximum area only if its base 
extends at least to the asymptote x = k/2 of y =fk(x), and this means we 
may assume (17) for all k. 
We may also assume 
6 < 0, (18) 
since f,(x) has a small derivative for positive x near 0 (e.g., one can easily 
show that f;(x) < l.Sk- ‘f,(x) for 0 < x < k/8). This means that if 6 > 0 and 
the side of P given by x = 6 is moved to the right while increasing the height 
of P, the result is a decreasing area for P. 
It follows from (15) and the definition of P that 
k’< 4k(jk + /d - 8) yi$k(x). (19) 
641/12/4-8 
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We can obtain another upper bound on V by looking at the rectangle P, 
obtained by vertically projecting into the x-y plane the rectangle formed by 
the intersection of x + Cz = k, with the planes 2x + z = fk and y = +k,. 
The sides of P, are y = l k,, x = -6 and x = fk +,u; and P, must lie inside 
the curves y = f &,,c(x) and y = fg,,,,,(x), where 
and 
&(x) = (-x2 - 2C(k - 2x) - 7” 
g&x) = (-x2 + 2C(k - 2x)-‘)“*. 
These curves are the vertical projection into the x-y plane of the-intersection 
of the plane x + Cz = k, and surface (8). By using (15) and the definition of 
P, , we obtain the analogue of (19): 
We shall prove V,< 8 with equality only when C = -f and k = 5. To do 
this we need several lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The assertion, k > m implies ,u < n, is true for the entries in 
the following table. 
m n m n 
0 0.80 1.82 0.33 
1.28 0.44 2.04 0.30 
1.55 0.38 2.15 0.28 
1.73 0.35 
Proof. Let xk denote the positive root of gk(x) = 0. Since P must lie to 
the left of the curve y = gk(x), we plainly have p< xk - jk. The inequality 
2(fm + n)” - m(im + n)’ - 1 = ($m + n)’ (2n) - 1 > 0 
implies that gk(x) is undefined for k > m and x > n, so xk < irn + n for 
k> m, whence p < n for k > m. Checking the above inequality for the 
various values of m gives the entries in the table. 
LEMMA 2. We may assume 6 > -k/4, for otherwise we certainly have 
V< 8. 
Proof. Clearly 6 must exceed the negative root of &(x) = 0. Since 
f,(-k/4) is undefined‘ when 3k3 > 32, we must have 6 >, -k/4 if 
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k > (32/3)“” = 2.2.... If k Q (32/3)“3 and 6 < -k/4, then (12) implies (using 
the estimate ,u < 0.8 from Lemma 1 and the trivial estimate, 6 > -0.8) 
V < 4k(;k + 1.6)f,(-k/4). 
Calculation shows that the right-hand side is ~7.9, so the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. We may assume k > 1.6, for otherwise we certainly have 
v< 8. 
ProoJ By (18), (19) and Lemma 2 we have 
V < 4k(0.75k + ,u)fJ(O) = 4k’/*(0.75 + p). (21) 
Using the estimate p < 0.8 from Lemma 1, we see that (21) gives V < 8 for 
k Q 1.28. For k >, 1.28, we have ,u < 0.44 from Lemma 1, and then (2 1) gives 
V < 8 for k < 1.55. For k >, 1.55, we have p < 0.38 from Lemma 1, and then 
(21) gives V ( 8 for k < 1.6. 
LEMMA 4. We may assume -1 ( C < 0, for otherwise we certainly have 
V< 8. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2, fk + p + 6 is always positive. Therefore, by (14), 
C > 0 is possible only if -+k + p + 6 > 0. Now (18) gives p > k/2, which 
contradicts Lemma 1 when k > 1.6, as we may assume by Lemma 3. 
Therefore C ( 0 must hold. 
Now suppose C < -1. Then (14) gives k < 6@ + a), so we have by (18) 
and (19) 
V < 4k(4p + 2&f,(O) < 16k”*p. (22) 
For k > 1.55, we have y Q 0.38 from Lemma 1, and then (22) gives V < 8 
for k < 1.73. Using further entries in the table of Lemma 1, we find that (22) 
gives V < 8 for all k Q 3. Therefore C > -1 must hold. 
LEMMA 5. tf 3 > k > 0.4r = 1.008... and 0 > C > -4, then 
f,,,(k/4) < 0.75~ - k(1 - 2C)-‘. (23) 
Proof. If we use the definition of f,,,(k/4) and put k = ry, then (23) 
simplifies to 
(+ + 8(1 - 2C)-*)y3 - 12(1 - 2C)-’ y2 + 4.54’ + 2C > 0. (24) 
Let h(y) denote the left-hand side of (24). Let y, denote the smallest 
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positive root of h(y) = 0 and let y, denote the larger of the roots of 
h’(y) = 0, so 
3(; + 8(1 - 2C)-2)y; - 24(1- 2C)-‘y, + 4.5 = 0. (25) 
A routine calculation shows that y, > 0.4 for C > -t. Therefore (24) 
holds for y > 0.4 (i.e., (23) holds for k > 0.42) provided h(y,) > 0, because 
h(y,) is the unique local minimum of h(y). If we let g(y,,) denote the left- 
hand side of (25), then h(y,) > 0 is equivalent to 
6W,) - Zw(y,) + (1 - W dye) 
= 1.5(1 - 2C)y; - 6y, + 4.5 + 3C >/ 0. 




To prove this, it suffices to show that (3 - y)( 1 + y)- ’ is a decreasing 
function of y and that y0 < 1 when C > -$. Both assertions can be 
established by routine computations, and this completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If3>k>1.82and-~>C>-l, then 
f& ( k(5 ;62c’) ,< 0.75~ - k(1 - 2C)-‘. W-3 
Proof. If we use the definition off,,,(k(5 + 2C)/16) and put k = ry, then 
(26) simplifies to 
((5 + 2C)2/4 + 64(1- 2C)-2) y3 - 96(1 - 2C)-’ y2 
+ 36y + 64C(3 - 2C)-’ > 0. 
(27) 
Of course (24) and (27) agree if C = -b. Computations with a calculator 
show that (27) holds for y > 0.72 (i.e., for k> 0.72~ = 1.814...) when 
-4 > C >, -1. I did not find a proof like the proof of Lemma 5, which 
avoids the use of a calculator. 
Now we are ready to prove that V < 8 with equality only when C 7 -i 
and k = t. We first assume that 0 > C > -$; by (14), this is the same as 
assuming ,u + 6 < 0. By Lemma 2 we have -6 < k/4, so (20) and Lemma 5 
give 
V,<4k(~k+p-@(0.75r-2k,(l -2C)-‘). (28) 
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If we use the formula for k, given in (14) and define < = +@ - S), then (28) 
becomes 
V < 4k(-0.25k2 + (0.375~ - 2c) k + 1.575 - 4r2). 
As a function of <, the right-hand side of (29) has its maximum at 
(29) 
to = &t-+k. 
We have <> 0 by (17) and (18), so for k > 0.75r = 1.8899... the right-hand 
side of (29) is largest when c = 0 (i.e., when ,D = 6 = 0). Now 
V < -k’ + 1.5rk2 < 8 
holds, with equality if and only if k = r. Thus we have V < 8 whenever 
k > 0.755, with V = 8 only when C = -f and k = r. 
By Lemma 3, there remains the case when 0.752 > k > 1.6. Here we 
maximize the right-hand side of (29) by putting 5 = &,, and we obtain 
V < &r2k < 6.75. 
Finally, we assume -4 > C > -1; by (14), this is the same as assuming 
,U + 6 > 0. Now for k > 1.82 and C > -1 we have 
-6 <,uu0.33 < k(5 + 2C) ; 16 
here the second inequality holds by Lemma 1. It follows that for k >/ 1.82 we 
can use inequality (26) of Lemma 6 in (20). This leads to (28) and (29), and 
arguing as above shows that V < 8 when k >, 1.9 > 0.75t and -4 > C > -1. 
(We could prove V < 8 for k > 1.82 by the argument after (29), but we do 
not need this.) 
By Lemma 3, the range 1.9 > k > 1.6 remains to be considered. It follows 
from (19) that 
V < 4k(;k + p - S)f,(S) < 4k(Qk + ,u - 6)(k - 26)-l/2. 
The right-hand side above decreases when 6 increases. Since 6 > -,u, it 
suffices to show 
4k($k + 2fi)(k + 2~)-“~ < 8. (30) 
The left-hand side of (30) increases as ~1 increases and ,u < 0.38 for k > 1.6 
by Lemma 1. Therefore we need only verify that (30) holds for ,U = 0.38 and 
k < 1.9. 
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5. THE CASE OF ARBITRARY P 
In this section we prove that we may assume that the parallelogram P of 
Section 3 is a rectangle with sides parallel to the x- and y-axes. We say that 
P is allowable if P lies inside the region R bounded by the curves y = ffk(x) 
and y = kg,Jx) (as defined in Section 3) and the corresponding paral- 
lelepiped (11) lies inside surface (8). Because of formula (12) in Section 3, it 
suffices to show that, for fixed k, the area of an allowable P is maximal when 
P is a rectangle of the required special form. 
The region R is symmetric with respect to the x-axis. Easy arguments 
using this symmetry show that if P is allowable and has two vertical sides, 
then there is an allowable P of the required rectangular shape which has area 
at least as large. Thus it remains to show that any allowable P of maxima1 
area may be assumed to have two vertical sides. 
We consider a fixed k for which &(x) is not monotone increasing (this 
means roughly k > 2.4); the argument in the monotone case is much simpler. 
Suppose P has maximal area and is a parallelogram ABCD which does not 
have vertical sides. We first assume that the side AB lies to the left of the 
vertical line AB’ (see Figs. 3 and 4). We consider the parallelogram P’ with 
vertical sides AB’ and CD’; P’ has the same (maximal) area as P. It is easily 
seen that P’ is allowable provided the triangle CDD’ lies within R. There are 
only two ways in which the triangle can fail to lie inside R. First, D may be 
to the right of the line x = nk, wheref,(n,) is the local minimum of&(x) (for 
k > r, nk is the number mk defined in (9)), with BD sharply angled (see Fig. 
3). In this case P is clearly not of maximal area (contradiction). Second, D 
may be to the left of the line x = nk. This case includes a diamond-shaped P 
such as the one in Fig. 4. Calculation shows that the area of such a P is far 
FIG. 3. The graphs shown are y  = +f*.,(x) and y  = kg*,,(x) 
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FIGURE 4 
short of the maximal area (contradiction). Finally, we assume that the side 
AB of P lies to the right of the vertical line AB’. Arguments very similar to 
the above show that in this case also we can find an allowable P’ with 
vertical sides and the same area as P. 
6. TOTALLY REAL QUARTK FIELDS 
The estimate in Theorem 1 comes from using (7) with the real but 
nontotally real quartic field having the discriminant of smallest absolute 
value. We can also use (7) with the totally real quartic field of smallest 
discriminant, viz., 725. In this case (6) is the region 
IXYZI < 1. 
The problem of Section 2 for this region is soived by: 
(31) 
THEOREM 2. The volume of the largest parallele 
origin, which can be inscribed in region (31) is 12 P 
iped, centered at the 
3. 
Using (7) gives the estimate 
C, >i 3&725)-"* =0.0965..., 
which is weaker than Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 1 cannot be improved by 
the method of Section 2. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is at least as complicated as that of Theorem 1. 
Since there is no application to an improved estimate of C,, I omit the proof 
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of Theorem 2. However, I will give a description of a parallelepiped of 
maximal volume inside region (31). It is given by (Xl ( 1, ] Y( < 1, (Z/ < 1, 
where 6 = (3 fi/2)‘13 and 
x= s-y-fx + (&9>y + z), 
Y=cF’(~x+(~/9)y+z), 
Z = a-‘(((9 - &/18)y - 4(3 fi + 1) z). 
Finally, I remark that it is certainly possible to improve Furtwangler’s 
lower bound (1) for C, by using the method of Section 2. The needed facts 
concerning real quintic fields with a small discriminant are in Hunter 161. In 
the case r = 1, s = 2 region (6) is bounded and so should be much simpler to 
study than regions (8) and (31) consider in this paper. However, region (6) 
in the cases r = 3, s = 1 and r = 5, s = 0 appears to be very hard to handle. 
This means it may be difficult to determine the best lower bound on C, 
which the method of Section 2 could provide. Therefore I have not thought it 
worthwhile to give any lower bounds for C,. 
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